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SELECTED PRESS QUOTES
"The Venice competition gets a bracing blast of air from Shannon Murphy's freshman
feature, a dynamic, devastatingly curtailed coming-of-age dramedy... An arresting
feature debut... A balance of uorescent stylistic edge and broad emotional accessibility...
Honest, lyrical... A fully edged coming-out ball for 20-year-old star Eliza Scanlen...
Brilliantly performed by the film’s well-matched quartet of thesps... A remarkable
debut."
- Guy Lodge, VARIETY

"Funny, affecting... Ben Mendelsohn – in what might be his best performance since
Animal Kingdom – and Babadook star Essie Davis, are utterly convincing."
- Lee Marshall, SCREEN INTERNATIONAL

"Vibrant and Touching... Ben Mendelsohn, Eliza Scanlen, and "Babadook" star Essie
Davis bring heartbreaking truth and realness to a lm with shades of Jane Campion...
Primal and surefooted... Murphy has a rm hold on every beat... Off-kilter but always raw;
delicate, but never precious... Scanlen is sensationally feral and resilient... A lm with a
wicked sense of humor... Honest and moving."
- David Ehrlich, INDIEWIRE

"Charming... Eliza Scanlen con rms her status as one of the world’s most promising
young actors... Intensely touching... Murphy has marked herself as one to watch for
sprightly direction and storytelling."
- Raphael Abraham, THE FINANCIAL TIMES [UK]

"Shannon Murphy's eloquent comic debut offers a unique take on terminal illness and
drug addiction... This is a notable first feature from Murphy, who exudes a supreme
confidence in her deployment of crisp visuals and the lightly bifurcated manner in which
she unfurls this eccentric yarn... The cast are strong across the board and, crucially, they
are all tapped into the director’s wavelength." "
- David Jenkins, LITTLE WHITE LIES [UK]
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SELECTED PRESS QUOTES
"With dazzling colour choices, off-key wit and a wild sense of mischief, this was the
freshest discovery here."
- Jonathan Romney, THE GUARDIAN [UK]

"A surprising and beautifully acted exploration of the pain and absurdity of young love...
Murphy’s debut captures the humanity of suffering while resisting the need for
sentiment or mawkish pandering... Ben Mendelsohn and Essie Davis are so charismatic
in their roles... Unlike its namesake, Babyteeth isn’t just a eeting experience. Murphy’s
debut avoids the usual growing pains of rst features to capture the transcendent and yet
excruciating kind of rst love that stays with you long after your adult teeth have all nally
come in."
- David Opie, SIGHT AND SOUND [UK]

"A remarkably accomplished debut by Australian director Shannon Murphy... Deeply
moving, at times hilarious... Quirky, with a whip-smart script, and pulled off the doublewhammy of making me, and everyone around me, laugh and then cry."
- Kate Muir, Daily Mail [UK]

"A short, sharp blast of mischievous joy... The music is terri c... Color also vibrates
throughout... Babyteeth is deliciously astute... This lm, one of the few genuinely bright
spots in the Venice competition, is sure to put Murphy on the cinema map... Devastating
in a quiet, gently joyous way."
- Jonathan Romney, Film Comment [USA]

"A gentle, affecting tearjerker..."
- Christina Newland, The Playlist [USA]
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Venice Film Review: ‘Babyteeth’
04.09.2019 Guy Lodge

The Venice competition gets a bracing blast of air from Shannon
Murphy's freshman feature, a dynamic, devastatingly curtailed
coming-of-age dramedy.

You only get one rush of first love, and it tends to choose you rather than the other way
round: For most of us, it’s an experiment, a fight test of the heart, a thing you can afford
to get wrong. For terminally ill 16-year-old Milla, however, her first looks to be her only,
and not an ideal one at that. Is it true love that draws her to older kamikaze junkie
Moses, or just the assurance that his future scarcely looks brighter than hers? Emotional
compromise finally begets an overwhelming torrent of feeling in “Babyteeth,” a wickedly
perverse and, in time, intensely moving variation on familiar coming-of-age themes that
marks an arresting feature debut for both director Shannon Murphy and screenwriter
Rita Kalnejais.
The most youthful and surprising entry in this year’s Venice competition, “Babyteeth”
arrives fully formed in its bite, with a balance of fluorescent stylistic edge and broad
emotional accessibility that should attract the attention of larger arthouse distributors.
(Jane Campion’s longtime collaborator Jan Chapman serves as executive producer, and
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indeed the film invites comparisons to the jagged poetry of Campion’s early work.)
Murphy and Kalnejais’ collaboration takes a little time to find its tone, beginning as an
arch, brittly amusing broken-family comedy that could as easily be titled “Australian
Beauty,” before kicking into a richer, less guarded storytelling gear: Any inconsistencies
are forgotten by the film’s tear-stained stunner of a final act, which risks high
melodrama to honest, lyrical effect. If any Hollywood studios still made adult drama on
the regular, they’d be picking up Murphy’s card round about now; as it is, she’s slated to
direct the third season of BBC phenom “Killing Eve,” which is not too shabby.
In addition to putting its director and writer on the map, “Babyteeth” also serves as a
fully edged coming-out ball for 20-year-old star Eliza Scanlen, who recently turned
heads as the psychopathic sister of Amy Adams’ protagonist in HBO’s “Sharp Objects”
and will soon appear as Beth in Greta Gerwig’s “Little Women.” (With any luck, some
illness-free parts are in her future too.) She nails a tricky assignment in her big-screen
debut, playing both an ethereal otherness and a yearning, immediate, only-toorecognizable adolescent want in the cancer-stricken Milla — as be fits a character who
has both accepted that she’s not long for this world, and resolved to make herself a little
more worldly within it before her time’s up.
Yet Kalnejais’ sly script resists the sticky bucket-list cliché s of so many carpe diem
cancer dramas before it: It’s not a checklist of experiences Milla wants to complete, but
the intangible, out-of-body sensation of adult desire, even if it comes with equally
grown-up heartbreak. As usual with love, it arrives unannounced, literally bodyslamming into her on a train platform in the unpromising form of Moses (Toby Wallace,
incandescent through the grime), an addled, jittering 23-year-old screw-up who’s also
about as sexy as any man with a rat- tail coiffure and a prison-style face tattoo has any
right to be. Begging her for money upfront doesn’t exactly augur a romance for the ages,
but Milla — a comfortably middle-class good girl with a life of violin lessons and prom
deliberations — is immediately susceptible to his wild, wired charisma, even as she
realizes he’s eecing her for cash and drugs. The girl is no fool: She just wants to be a fool
for someone.
Her mutually depressed parents, psychiatrist Henry (Ben Mendelsohn) and former
music prodigy Anna (Essie Davis), are understandably horrified by the boyfriend Milla
brings in off the street(s). But what use is it to tell a dying girl what she can’t do? How
many of her last days do you want her to spend grounded? Henry and Anna, it turns out,
are themselves over-reliant on medication and denial, their marriage tenuously held
together by the one shared thing they’re about to lose. “This is really not about you right
now,” Henry tells his fretting, tensed-to-break wife one night when Milla disappears to
paint the town neon with the boy of their nightmares. “It is,” she snaps. “Babyteeth” is as
sympathetic to Milla’s need for space, air and room to err as it is to her panicked
parents’ urge to protect her from some of their own worst tendencies.
Working from Kalnejais’ own stage play, the writer and Murphy build up this domestic
crisis into a volatile, stakes-shifting battle of wills and wants, in which all parties are a
little more like each other than they care to admit. It’s a sparking, short-circuiting family
dynamic quite brilliantly performed by the film’s well- matched quartet of thesps.
Mendelsohn and Davis, both at their best when seemingly on their last nerve, enter
proceedings as tetchy, easily satirized suburban stereotypes, only to etch more specific
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wells of pain, terror and gaping loneliness into their respective voids. Wallace, for his
part, finds a tender human center amid all Moses’ rapidly tick-tocking moods, impulses
and slinky-scuzzy body language. So attuned is he to Scanlen’s less mercurial but equally
complex work that, at points, he seems like a rogue extension of her own body.
Any secondary characters — a pregnant neighbor drawn to Henry, a music teacher who
remembers Anna’s gentler days — have a slightly script-workshopped atness to them;
“Babyteeth” works best as an abrasive four-hander, though Murphy’s limber, sensually
electric direction leaves the film with little clear evidence of its theatrical origins. Even
the film’s occasionally precious, rather erratically applied chapter headings (“Nausea,”
“Insomnia,” “F—k This,” and so on) have a mounting cinematic rhythm to them.
Via Andrew Commis’ glowing, fluidly color-changing cinematography — sometimes
saturated in the chlorinated turquoise of backyard swimming pools, elsewhere in the
musky orange of skin illuminated by a bedside light — and a diverse soundtrack
pulsating with modern soul, electro and, when required, weeping classical strings,
Murphy deftly flips switches between the world as it is and the world as Milla wants it to
be, toward a wholly naturalistic beachside coda in which all affectations are shed to
wrenching effect. Among its many achievements, “Babyteeth” succeeds in being a
terminal disease drama with not one glimpse of a doctor or hospital ward: With a
protagonist battling to resolve childhood and adulthood, first love and last, in a
compressed space of time, Murphy’s remarkable debut keeps its pain close to home.
Venice Film Review: 'Babyteeth'
Reviewed at Venice Film Festival (competing), Sept. 4, 2019. Running time: 117 MIN.
Production: (Australia) A Screen Australia oresentation of a Whitefalk Films production in association
with Create NSW, Spectrum Films, WeirAnderson.com, Jan Chapman Films. (International sales: Celluloid
Dreams, Paris.) Producer: Alex White. Executive producer: Jan Chapman.
Crew: Director: Shannon Murphy. Screenplay: Rita Kalnejais, adapted from her stage play. Camera (color):
Andrew Commis. Editor: Steve Evans. Music: Amanda Brown.
With: Eliza Scanlen, Toby Wallace, Essie Davis, Ben Mendelsohn, Emily Barclay, Eugene Gilfedder.

https://variety.com/2019/ lm/reviews/babyteeth-review-1203322916/
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‘Babyteeth’: Venice Review
04.09.2019 Lee Marshall

A cancer-stricken teen strikes up a relationship with an older drug
dealer
Dir: Shannon Murphy. Australia. 2019. 117mins
Cancer rom-coms are certainly a thing, but the debut film by Australian director
Shannon Murphy doesn’t quite fall into the genre, even though it’s partly about a dying
teenage girl who falls in love for the first time. Based on scriptwriter Rita Kalnejais’ play
of the same name, and made by an all-female production and direction team, Babyteeth
is a funny, affecting group portrait, a comedy-tinged family drama in which two invaders
– 16-year-old Milla’s (Elizabeth Scanlan) cancer, and Moses (Toby Wallace), the older
drug dealer and addict she falls for – somehow make a positive out of two negatives and
provide ways forward for a group of stuck people.
Sentiment is kept at arm’s length for much of a film that is a far more indie, edgy
prospect than, say, Now Is Good or The Fault In Our Stars. But it’s exactly this difference
that will appeal to audiences in the market for a small, irreverent feelgood film that
wears its arthouse credentials prominently on its sleeve, from the fluid, mobile handheld
camera down to a soundtrack that mashes up Mozart, The Stranglers and contemporary
music from Sudan Archives and others.
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Casting, and what the cast do with their talents, is one key to why a film that could have
gone all indie-twee really beds down emotionally. Playing a girl growing into
womanhood just as her life is about to be taken away, Scanlen (most recently seen in
HBO miniseries Sharp Objects) lends Milla a self-sufficient strength and willful
contrariness that, like a faulty lightbulb, keeps ickering into vulnerability and despair. As
Moses, Wallace is also on an alternating current, switching between selfishness and
sensitivity, undermining trust, regaining it, then screwing it all up again. As Milla’s
parents, Ben Mendelsohn – in what might be his best performance since Animal
Kingdom – and Babadook star Essie Davis, are utterly convincing as a couple deeply in
love and deeply divided by what’s happening to them.
Split into a series of often very short chapters with onscreen titles like ‘When Milla met
Moses on Platform 4’, Babyteeth opens with the feisty teenager already ravaged by a
form of cancer that is never specified; there is only a single, brief hospital scene. Home is
a modern, artsy house with pool in a leafy Sydney suburb, where Milla attends the kind
of nice girls’ school that requires uniforms. Her highly-strung, musically gifted mother
Anna (Scanlen) and psychoanalyst father Henry (Mendelsohn), who seems unable to
diagnose his own emotional block, can’t quite bring themselves to treat Milla as a
normal adolescent by ignoring her or shouting at her. The cluttered apartment of an
offbeat music teacher engagingly played by Eugene Gilfedder provides an escape from
the modernist glass boxes and relentless tastefulness of Milla’s family home.
Tattooed, self-absorbed drifter Moses, who Milla meets on that railway station platform,
is clearly a refreshing antidote to her parents’ infuriating walking-on-eggshells
considerateness; though for him she’s initially just a convenient source of drug money.
There’s clear comic potential in a 23-year-old junkie having dinner in a bourgeois house
with a 16-year-old girl and her parents, who only tolerate him because you’re meant to
spoil and indulge kids with cancer. But for every comic beat (and there are plenty), the
film provides a dramatic counterbeat, or combines both uneasily yet effectively in the
same scene – as when Moses breaks into the house where he was a guest, to steal
prescription drugs. It’s clear that he’s not the only one of this foursome who suffers from
addictions and dependency – but this parallel is never forced.
Babyteeth jumps forward in time more than once, and briefly back in its moving nal
scene, somehow mirroring in its structure the dilations and contractions of Milla-time,
as good days are succeeded by relapses. It’s also a neat touch that a school prom brought
up more than once in the script – the kind that a Hollywood movie would have made
into a happy tearful final romantic scene – is simply forgotten about at a certain point. In
a film where dancing is both a visual theme and a kind of mood texture, Milla moves to a
different beat.
https://www.screendaily.com/reviews/babyteeth-venice-review/5142516.article
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Director Shannon Murphy Talks About Her Venice
Drama ‘Babyteeth’
30.08.2019 Alissa Simon

One of only two female-helmed films in the Venice competition, the unpredictable family
drama “Babyteeth” is the feature debut of Australian Shannon Murphy, an awardwinning director of theater, opera and television.
What drew you to the story?
The producer Alex White sent me the script. By this stage, it had been developed for ve
years and was very ready to be made. Jan Chapman (producer of “The Piano”) knew
immediately after seeing the play at Belvoir St. theater in Sydney that it had to be turned
into a film. Alex and Jan began the process with playwright Rita Kalnejais to translate the
theatrical world of the play into a cinematic world. I feel so fortunate to have been given
her words for my rst feature. She feels like my creative spirit animal. Her tone,
observations of people, deep emotional intelligence, dark and unsentimental humor
were a perfect match for my style and taste.
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How did you and Rita collaborate?
Rita and I worked together on a director’s pass that incorporated more private moments
for the characters and visual beats with no words in order to make sure we had enough
material that explored how the characters occupied the world when they were alone.
You cast some of Australia’s best performers: Ben Mendelsohn, Essie Davis and
Eliza Scanlen.
We worked hard on the casting. The balance of younger actors and older ones had to be
just right so that the world and family felt authentic.
I have spent my life surrounding myself with actors that I think are unusual, atypical and
can offer a much deeper, unpredictable and intellectual interpretation of their roles. Ben,
for me, is the pinnacle of this kind of performer.
I believed Essie and Ben as a couple would be an inspired combination that would
crackle and spit like a well-made fire. I knew that they had always wanted to work
together and they hadn’t had the opportunity.
Eliza is an incredible chameleon. Milla is a character that from the moment we meet her
is in a constant state of transition, she’s experimenting with who she is and yet stays
wise and grounded beyond her years, facing an incredible existential crisis.
I have to mention Toby Wallace, the fourth violin in our string quartet, so to speak! He
plays Moses and his transformation for the film is remarkable. He’s very intuitive and he
never stops playing and as a result Moses is by turns emotional, wild and chaotic, funny
and bereft.
How did directing a feature compare to your other work?
I love the large scale of film and the people I get to work with. The pace of “Babyteeth”
was the fastest I’d like to ever want to go considering the expectation was to make a
feature film, not a television series. It was scarily fast and we had no room for error due
to cast restrictions and the budget.
Rehearsals with Eliza and Toby were three full days and two days with Ben and Essie.
Having directed so much theater and TV before this I know how to maximize my time
and we jumped into the difficult scenes to make sure we had explored them before the
shoot began.
What’s next?
I’m hoping to receive a script as excellent as “Babyteeth” for my next feature. I don’t
write. I’m a rm believer that very few people in the world can write and direct and I’m
not one of them.
In the meantime, I’m very excited to be directing Episodes 5 and 6 of “Killing Eve,”
Season 3. I can’t stay away from TV for too long — I love the pace and the intensity! I am
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a huge admirer of the bizarre tone of the show and I’m always drawn to projects that can
be both intimate, moving, darkly humorous and in some way bonkers — which “Killing
Eve” really is. I’m hoping I get to direct some outrageously violent Villanelle style
executions.
https://variety.com/2019/film/spotlight/shannon-murphy-venice-filmfestivalbabyteeth-1203314809/
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‘Babyteeth’ director Shannon Murphy: “Most of my
career I’ve been the only female”
03.09.2019 Tom Grater

Shannon Murphy, an established theatre and TV director in her native
Australia, is at Venice Film Festival this year for the world premiere of her
debut feature Babyteeth, a bittersweet comedy based on Rita Kalnejais’ play
of the same name about a young girl who falls for a small-town drug dealer.
The film was a surprise inclusion in Venice’s main competition, but its selection was
greeted with enthusiasm as one of only two competition titles directed by a woman, the
other being Haifaa Al-Mansour’s The Perfect Candidate.
Murphy isn’t worried about the extra spotlight coming her way due to the lack of other
female directors in Venice. “I’ve never done festivals before so every step of the way has
been a surprise to me,” she reflects, speaking to Screen from Sicily, where she was
spending time with her family before travelling on to Venice. “I didn’t know how rare it
was [for a debut to be selected in Venice Competition] but I do understand that now and
I’m absolutely over the moon.”

“Most of my career has been being the only female, like in a theatre season. It’s
something that’s been constant in my life. So I’m not surprised at all,” she continues.
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“There is definitely change occurring. In Australia, we are very focused on gender parity
at the moment, we are constantly endeavouring to have 50/50 male and female heads of
department, and it’s making a big difference.”
However, Murphy is keen that the attention on gender doesn’t overshadow the
reception of her film, which premieres on Wednesday (Sept 4). “I don’t want the gender
of the director to override the actual work. Yes I’m a female, yes that’s not normal in the
industry, but it should be,” she comments. “It’s important for me to not feel like I’m in a
festival because I’m a woman. I work just as hard as all those male directors.“
Murphy also points out that the press has had its own failings when covering the gender
discussion in recent years.
“We [women] get bombarded with these questions all the time and we’re used to it. But I
wonder if it’s worth turning it on the men because we might get a better understanding
of it,” she proposes. “It would be an interesting conversation to ask the male directors
why they think there’s less women.”
During Venice, Murphy will take part in a panel focused on gender equality in the
business, hosted by Women in Film Television and Media Italy, alongside her producer
Jan Chapman. Murphy says she’s happy to keep the conversation going, but thinks these
efforts are sometimes misguided. “We need to hold the right people accountable,” she
comments.

Babyteeth history
Kalnejais’ play was rst staged in Sydney in 2012. Chapman, the Oscar-winning producer
of The Piano, was scouting for new material at the time and identi ed the play as ripe for
lm adaptation, calling up fellow producer Alex White at Whitefalk Films to suggest it (the
pair work together closely).

The pair brought on Kalnejais to write the screenplay and spoke to a number of other
directors before eventually identifying Murphy as a candidate. “When you walk into Jan
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Chapman’s office you see the piano from The Piano. I wanted to vomit I was so nervous –
I’d taken three beta blockers,” recalls Murphy of the initial meeting.
The producers were looking for a first-time director, says Murphy, on one hand to find
some “fresh energy”, but also because of Australian public funding models, which are
weighted to support debutants. Murphy had also directed ve shorts as well as several
episodes of television. Although she hadn’t seen the play, Murphy responded to
Kalnejais’ script. “I loved the unsentimental humour that Rita had put in there. At the
end of the reading I couldn’t stop crying, mainly because I was sad to be leaving these
four characters.”
After giving the screenplay a final pass alongside Kalnejais, the project was fast-tracked
with Murphy attached. Financing came from Screen Australia, Create Nsw, Spectrum
Films, Weiranderson.Com, Jan Chapman Films and Whitefalk Films.
Australian actress Essie Davis (The Babadook) was already attached to the project when
Murphy joined. Babyteeth’s two young leads Eliza Scanlen and Toby Wallace were found
through a traditional casting process. As well as a key role in HBO series Sharp Objects,
Scanlen will be seen in Greta Gerwig’s upcoming Little Women, while Wallace is known
in Australia for local series Romper Stomper.
The fourth key role is played by Ben Mendelsohn, who came via a less conventional
route. While the Australian actor has regularly featured in US blockbusters like The Dark
Knight Rises and Rogue One: A Star Wars Story, it was seeing him dancing on stage to
Australian singer Sia’s ‘Breathe Me’ during a 2016 concert that won over Murphy.
“It’s a moving performance. I saw him dancing to her singing and I was so affected by it
that I wrote him a letter asking if he’d do Babyteeth,” she recalls. “We’ve seen him doing
comedies in Australia but he’s not done that in his bigger roles overseas. I thought it
would be great if he could come back and show his comedic chops.”
The feature shot in Sydney, mainly in the suburb of St Ives, in early 2019, and the
director only nished the edit recently. “It was a tight timeline because we’re a lowbudget film, we didn’t have the luxury of dragging it out,” says Murphy, who will go
straight from Venice onto the UK shoot of series three of BBC America drama Killing Eve,
for which she is directing two episodes. The team have been keeping news of the Venice
premiere under wraps for some time, having been informed several months before the
announcement.
“One of the Venice programmers came to Australia to watch some work. When he was
out there, he did an interview with ABC Radio where he talked about a film that he’d just
seen that he was pretty excited by. For weeks we were saying, ‘Oh god, I hope that’s us.’”

https://www.screendaily.com/features/babyteeth-director-shannonmurphy-most-of-my- career-ive-been-the-only-female/5142454.article
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Film Comment, US/International
https://www.filmcomment.com/blog/film-of-the-week-babyteeth/

Film of the Week: Babyteeth
By Jonathan Romney on September 6, 2019

This was not the most joyous year in Venice: sitting on the Lido on the festival’s final
Friday, looking out at a gathering Mediterranean rainstorm, you can’t help thinking
that the weather is finally catching up with the mood of the festival. From the
apocalyptic solemnity of Joker, through the mystico-comical Beckett-isms of Roy
Andersson’s quietly masterful About Endlessness, to the altogether punishing sadosolemnity of The Painted Bird, bleakness has been the dominant flavor this year (and
one can safely predict that Ciro Guerra’s J.M. Coetzee adaptation Waiting for the
Barbarians, screening to the public on Friday night, will not be a convivial lark
either).
With the heavyweight titles setting this sober tone, you thank heaven for a touch of
lightness in a smaller title—smaller in scale, that is, but not in its rewards. Australian
film Babyteeth was the unknown quantity in competition (and one of the comp’s only
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two female-directed titles), a debut feature from TV director Shannon Murphy that
was a short, sharp blast of mischievous joy—and I say this advisedly, given that the
film is about a teenage girl with cancer and extremely dysfunctional parents. Adapted
by Rita Kalnejais from her own play, this coming-of-age tragicomedy stars up-andcomer Eliza Scanlen (seen in HBO’s Sharp Objects) as 16-year-old suburban highschooler Milla. She has cancer, although we don’t fully realize this until one of the
chapter headings that periodically pop up on screen happens to drop the word
“chemo”; just like that, “chemo,” how’s that for economical exposition? Milla’s period
of rebellious rage against the dying of the light begins on a railway platform when she
bumps into—literally—Moses (a superbly spiky Toby Wallace), a 23-year-old tattooed
bad boy, drug user, and unashamed grifter. She becomes besotted with him, while
her parents eventually overcome their mistrust of him enough to essentially buy his
presence in their home, with a supply of drugs, in order to keep their daughter happy.
Composed of a series of vignettes, which get progressively wilder and more
emotionally intense, this is one of those films that starts with a narrow set of
parameters and spreads with a slowly bubbling exuberance into unforeseen areas.
Early on, Milla’s quasi-romance with Moses looks to be ceding place to the off-kilter
relationship between her anxious, doting but somewhat inept parents, psychiatrist
Henry (Ben Mendelsohn, exuding wry weariness) and former classical pianist Anna,
who has given up the instrument and subsided into a routine of haggard neurosis.
Anna is played by Essie Davis, who was so mesmerizing in The Babadook, and is
mesmerizingly brittle here. But the story meanwhile expands to corral a collection of
other characters, sometimes glimpsed only briefly: Milla’s violin teacher and Anna’s
former musical and romantic partner Gidon; Moses’s middle-class mum, a breeder of
Bichon Frisé dogs who, perhaps understandably, won’t tolerate him in the house; and
Toby, a pregnant neighbor who catches Henry’s eye, initially because she’s been
standing in the street shouting “Henry! Henry!” (in fact the name of her errant mutt).

The height of Milla’s escape into Moses’s world comes one night when she lets herself
get caught up and spaced out in the dazzle of an art-world party, a galvanizingly lit
(the DP is Andrew Commis) and effects-laced sequence set to a number by TuneYards (the music is terrific throughout, ranging from club fodder to Mozart). Color
also vibrates throughout, bringing the world of Australian suburbia alight, whether
it’s the blue wig the now shaven-headed Milla wears (matching the family swimming
pool), or the brilliantly hued little parakeets who are regular visitors at the backyard
feeding table.
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If you were inclined to complain that the film was derivative, you might pinpoint its
apparent debt to Jane Campion’s Sweetie—but then, its executive producer is
longtime Campion associate Jan Chapman. Babyteeth is deliciously astute on the
sometimes bizarre everyday arcana of domestic life—like in the section entitled “The
Shower Routine,” which involves Henry regularly having to adjust the house’s water
pressure (“a basic conjugal duty”), or Anna imparting the intimate information that
Milla, as a child, used to sleep under her grand piano.
This film, one of the few genuinely bright spots in the Venice competition, is sure to
put Murphy on the cinema map (meanwhile, she’s reputedly due to work on a season
of Killing Eve), while both Scanlen and the edgy Wallace, as the charming-butobnoxious and permanently wired Moses, are definitely ones to watch (indeed, you
can see Wallace maturing into the next Ben Mendelsohn—why not?). Scanlen’s
performance is measured, exuberant, funny, and brave, and I don’t mean that just
because it takes some nerve to go bald on screen as a 20-year-old. She and the film
are devastating in a quiet, gently joyous way—and in a way mercifully at odds with all
the other emotional devastation that was this year’s Lido staple.
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Venice 2019: The Worst Possible
Parenting?
Shannon Murphy’s debut “Babyteeth” is one of Venice’s greatest surprises; Tiago
Guedes’ family epic “The Domain” slips into flat melodrama.
Leonardo Goi 06 SEP 2019

And so it was that on the eighth day of the Venice Film Festival, after eighteen
official lineup’s entries unveiled, I shed my first tears. They came at the end of the
competition’s only directorial feature debut, Shannon Murphy’s lacerating,
humorous, and achingly beautiful Babyteeth. This adaptation of a 2012 stage play
by actress and playwright Rita Kalnejais—whom Murphy recruited as script
writer—follows a teenage girl forced to reckon with her mortality while on the
cusp of feeling more alive than she’s ever felt. In a lineup that offered few
surprises, Babyteeth swept across the festival like a belated and much-needed
breath of fresh air, moving me in a way few other films this year did.
The girl is Milla (Eliza Scanlen), a 15-year-old with a baby tooth still lodged among
her molars—a “medical aberration,” as she sardonically describes herself, living in
an unidentified corner of Australian suburbia with her mother Anna (Essie Davis)
and father Henry (Ben Mendelsohn). Milla is terminally-ill, and in the film’s
opening shot she graces the screen with her back to the camera as a train
approaches. But no sooner has she dangerously tiptoed toward the platform than
a young man barges into her life and pushes her out of danger. It’s Toby Wallace’s
Moses, a 23-year-old oddball sporting a rat-tail hairdo, a whole array of homemade
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tattoos, and a perpetually stoned-eyed stare. Charmed by the lad’s charisma and
his unhinged, carefree swagger, Milla starts seeing Moses on a semi-regular basis,
knowing all too well the lad may be less interested in dating than in the bounties
she promises in the shape of cash and drugs. Understandably, Anna and Henry are
both terrified at the prospect of their daughter hanging out with a good-fornothing, small-scale dealer, especially after the first meet-the-parents dinner turns
into a disaster of hilariously epic proportions, and the lad is caught rummaging for
drugs inside the house some nights later.
But does it matter what Anna and Henry think, or how troubled Moses looks? Milla
has cancer, and she might as well make the most with the little time she’s got left.
But Babyteeth shrewdly avoids the bucket-list tropes of so many cancer dramas
that came before it. This is not the story of a dying teen rushing to make her last
few wishes come true—it’s the story of a girl who’s after an experience far more
ethereal and powerful, a wish to feel alive, of which her unarticulated desire for
Moses is an integral part. “Milla is in a very vulnerable position,” Anna warns the
boy, and while this is plainly obvious—at least as far as her health goes—Murphy
conjures a much more rambunctious character, and Scanlen bestows Milla with a
no-nonsense, rebellious joie de vivre. In one crucial early juncture, she pays a visit
to her violin teacher and dances to Sudan Archives’ “Come Meh Way.” It’s a scene
that bursts with contagious energy, with Andrew Commis’ handheld camerawork
capturing her seething anger and frustration as they come undone, if only for a
flickering moment. In a quest for freedom that pivots on Milla’s ability to remain in
synch with her own body, and express herself through it, Babyteeth reaches some
of its most lyrical heights in the confines of closed rooms and house parties, where
the girl twirls and shakes her fears away, eyes agleam with happiness and the neon
lights that caress her face. But the handheld lensing also proves vital in bridging
the distance between Milla’s suffering and Murphy’s audience. Babyteeth does not
offer a fly-on-the-wall look at a family grappling with a looming loss, it beckons you
into their home, not as an observant, but as an active participant.
Astutely, Murphy also refrains from drowning Milla in the conventional hospital
ward psychodramas cancer-themed films often end with; save for one brief
moment, the girl is never shown in the company of doctors or needles. Nor does
the script ever reek of self-pity. Babyteeth’s ineffable grace resides in Murphy and
Kalnejais’ ability to treat all characters with empathy and respect. This isn’t just
Milla’s struggle, it’s also a portrait of two parents negotiating their roles in a
tragedy no parent should ever suffer, and Babyteeth understands Milla’s quest for
freedom just as well as her parents’ visceral fears. There is no cheap attempt at
fishing for tears, no clumsy slip into melodrama. Yes: Milla, Moses, Anna and Henry
are all deeply damaged people, but Murphy never turns their suffering into a
spectacle, and the script always retains a lightly comic vibe throughout. “This is the
worst possible parenting I can imagine,” Anna tells Henry as the two reluctantly
allow Moses to turn into a semi-permanent guest. She’s wrong, and by the
time Babyteeth lands on its heart-wrenching finale, the family has become a
porous, permeable whole, and Milla’s battle a poignant hymn to life.
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Venice 2019: Eliza Scanlen is
Superb in Fresh & Funny
'Babyteeth' Film
by Alex Billington
September 4, 2019

A sweet, heartfelt, smart tale of young first love. Babyteeth is the feature
directorial debut of Australian filmmaker Shannon Murphy, after making a
number of shorts and TV series previously. The film earned a spot playing in the
main competition line-up at the Venice Film Festival, and it damn well deserves
that spot. Babyteeth is a major player, one of my favorite films of the festival. I can
certainly admit that I loved it - easily the highlight of this second half of the festival
for me. It's way better than I was expecting (watch the first trailer), with one of the
best upbeat soundtracks of songs out of any film here. It's not exactly anything
groundbreaking, but the way it's presented is so compelling and all the characters
are wonderfully complex.
As with any honest story about cancer, the film is about appreciating life and loving
life because that is the most important thing. Not holding back on life and not
getting in the way moments of joy whenever and however they
appear. Babyteeth stars Eliza Scanlen as a young woman who is seriously ill with
some kind of cancer (it is named in the film which is fine because it isn't about her
being sick). She randomly meets a wild boy named Moses, played by Toby
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Wallace, who has been kicked out of his house, now just drifting around town and
living carefree. At first it seems he's taking advantage of her to score some
(prescription) drugs and food, but it doesn't take long for their connection to
blossom into something genuinely beautiful and authentic. It's a bright coming-ofage story of tempestuous young love boosted by stellar performances.
Even if we've seen most of this before, it can still be fresh and unforgett able. And it
is. The film exceeds on numerous levels, from the performances and focused
storytelling, to the song selection and uplifting vibe throughout. Murphy balances
levity and genuine humanity with fresh filmmaking, delivering a smart film that is
completely satisfying in every sense. While it is humorous throughout, there is a
heavy heart at the core of it and the ending hits hard, real hard. It doesn't come off
as heavy handed or manipulative, thanks to the skillful filmmaking that dares to be
unique, and instead feels like it unquestionably earns the emotions it builds. Ben
Mendelsohn, who is almost always fantastic, is at his very best in years playing
the heartfelt father in the film - more than his studio movies and that's a
relief. Essie Davis also digs deep as the mom.
Babyteeth is built around the theme that "we're all dysfunctional". Everyone has a
problem - Milla is sick, her mother is a bit crazy, her father is losing it, her boyfriend
is a wacko, even their new neighbor is kooky. But that's the point. At first glance,
Moses is the "bad boy" that no parent would ever want their daughter to spend time
with. But the film oh so beautifully shows us that there's more than meets the eye,
and he's just as "broken" as everyone else, no matter how cleaned up they may seem
on the surface. These are all complex characters and we get to spend just the right
amount of time with each one of them, exploring their depths without dipping into
darkness, instead giving us a taste of that "slice of life" we all know. Not only does
this introduce Shannon Murphy as an extremely talented filmmaker, but it's a film
we can all lovingly embrace.
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Babyteeth – first look
review
Shannon Murphy's eloquent comic debut offers a unique
take on terminal illness and drug addiction.
Yes, there are references to baby teeth in Shannon Murphy’s debut feature
Babyteeth, but don’t ask about their wider relevance. Schoolgirl Milla (Eliza
Scanlen) claims to be a living medical aberration as she still has one of the
little fellas lodged right at the back of her jaw, and it shows no sign of
moving. And when it eventually does pop out, it makes for a symbolic
marker in our heroine’s extremely eventful teenage life. Perhaps the
relevance of teeth in this film is akin to the rings on a tree stump as, among
other things, this is a story about the tempestuous relationship with have
with our own bodies, and how they can sometimes grow at a different speed
to our minds.
Milla has cancer and, in the film’s opening shot, is seen contemplating
suicide while standing on the platform of a train station. She doesn’t look
particularly sad or depressed. More bored, or irritated. Before she’s been
able to act out this dark fantasy, Toby Wallace’s Moses comes crashing into
her life, as he barges past her while dashing for a train. He is covered in
home-made tattoos, a sheen of grime and sports a rat tail and fluffy ’tache.
He is constantly pie-eyed, and quickly befriends Milla with the view to
fleecing her out of 50 dollars. But she is instantly smitten by him, happy to
indulge his every selfish whim. Which is something her very concerned,
very middle class parents, Henry (Ben Mendelsohn) and Anna (Essie
Davis), are not too happy with.
And so an oddball love story plays out, with Milla loving Moses, Moses
loving drugs, Henry and Anna loving Milla, Henry also loving the pregnant
woman who lives over the road and is always eating an ice lolly, Anna also
loving drugs, and then everyone hating everyone, then everyone gradually
falling back into love. And then Henry tries some drugs but doesn’t appear
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to love them. All the while, Milla attempts to exist beyond the bounds of her
diminishing physical capabilities, desperate to present a veil of normalcy to
gangly, idiot savant Moses in the hope that he might reciprocate the feelings
she has for him.
Though not without its niggles, this is a notable first feature from Murphy,
who exudes a supreme confidence in her deployment of crisp visuals and
the lightly bifurcated manner in which she unfurls this eccentric yarn.
Credit is also due to Rita Kalnejais whose sparky script delivers a
heightened and funny take on banal realism that avoids “lines” and lessons.
The cast are strong across the board and, crucially, they are all tapped into
the director’s wavelength. Though it’s Scanlen who is the top trump here as
the girl unwilling to accept the limitations of her own body, and wants
nothing more than to dance, dance, dance. (She is a great dancer).
Perhaps the most impressive aspect of Babyteeth, however, is the fact that it
refuses to trot out the seen-a-million-times downward spiral of the decrepit
junkie, or tabulate the gruelling coping strategies that come with a terminal
illness. The focus is purely domestic, and the large majority of the film takes
place in the plush family home, usually around the dinner table. There are
no pleas for better drug treatment or more thorough cancer screening
programmes. The drug takers in the film aren’t punished for their affliction,
even if Murphy does make the point that life is harder to live in a state of
intoxication.
It’s this overly careful approach which diminishes the final reel of the
movie, as the most puzzling aspect is that it’s almost impossible to deduce
Milla’s state of mind through her body language. It may be a statement on
her relentless joie de vivre, but much of the time it is a little confusing. The
finale is at once sudden and a little random, though a short epilogue
provides one of the most moving moments, as Milla finally convinces her
stoical father that Moses – in all his grimy, burn-out glory – means the
absolute world to her.
PUBLISHED 4 SEP 2019
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Babyteeth review: Eliza Scanlen bridges teen
romance and terminal illness
Eliza Scanlen and Toby Wallace star in Shannon Murphy’s adaptation
of Rita Kalnejais’s play, a surprising and beautifully acted exploration
of the pain and absurdity of young love.
David Opie
Updated: 2 October 2019

Eliza Scanlen as Milla in Babyteeth

“This is the worst possible parenting I can imagine,” says Essie Davis around the halfway
mark in Babyteeth, and at first it’s hard to disagree. Based on a 2012 Australian play,
Shannon Murphy’s first feature revolves around a seriously ill teenager called Milla who
falls hard for an older drug dealer. After initially discouraging their romance, Milla’s
parents come to realise that Moses makes their daughter feel more alive than ever,
embracing the chaos he brings into their lives.
It’s hard not to approach a synopsis like this with at least some scepticism. After all,
Hollywood has long sought to romanticise terminal illness with Romeo and Juliet
flourishes; but fortunately this is no Hollywood story.
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Our ‘starcrossed’ lovers first meet on a train platform where Milla is physically taken
aback by Moses before suffering a surprise nosebleed. From that point on, pain and
absurdity define their relationship on equal terms, and this balancing act extends to
Milla’s dysfunctional family too.

Scanlen with Toby Wallace as Moses

In fact, humour and suffering are intertwined in almost every frame of Babyteeth. Scenes
where Milla’s father electrocutes himself or when her mother trips out on prescription
drugs at dinner balance tragedy and comedy far better than the typical teen films
inspired by Shakespeare.
This makes Babyteeth a tough one to categorise and the film’s better for it. Far more
than a ‘terminal illness’ movie or even a typical coming of age story, Murphy’s debut
captures the humanity of suffering while resisting the need for sentiment or mawkish
pandering. While it certainly helps that the screenplay is by original playwright Rita
Kalnejais, nuanced performances across the board further elevate her astute script.
Actor Toby Wallace avoids bad-boy cliches by shifting effortlessly between barely
concealed trauma and exuberant joy. In doing so, his appeal to 16-year-old Milla
becomes painfully relatable, and this makes it easier to swallow her parents’ eventual
acceptance of him too. It helps also that Ben Mendelsohn and Essie Davis are so
charismatic in their roles. In young-love stories, parents are often relegated to the
sidelines, so it’s gratifying to see the pair sink their teeth into such substantial parts.
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Ben Mendelsohn as Henry and Essie Davis as Anna

Still, none of this would work if Milla herself fell flat. Fortunately, Eliza Scanlen succeeds
by tapping into a different kind of darkness than the one she channelled on HBO’s Sharp
Objects. Quirky yet never annoying, sympathetic but never pitiful, Milla is extremely
rounded in a way teen protagonists rarely are on screen. When Milla calls Moses her
boyfriend after just one kiss, we believe her childish sincerity, and when she makes
some tough decisions later on, we believe those too.
Murphy’s direction also pushes against the boundaries of Milla’s world with the same
kind of rebellious teenage spirit, using stylised text, lighting and music to dizzying effect.
And just as the intoxicating allure of first love threatens to swallow her up completely,
Scanlen’s character stubbornly breaks the fourth wall in a couple of brief but knowing
moments that hint at something almost ethereal surrounding her proximity to death.
Unlike its namesake, Babyteeth isn’t just a fleeting experience. Murphy’s debut avoids
the usual growing pains of first features to capture the transcendent and yet
excruciating kind of first love that stays with you long after your adult teeth have all
finally come in.
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Venice Review: ‘Babyteeth’ is a
magnificent portrayal of love
September 7, 2019 Roberto Ruggio

BABYTEETH (Photo Courtesy: Biennale Venezia Cinema)
Milla is a teenager, she lives with her parents Henry, a psychiatrist, and Anna,
former musician and stay-at-home mom. She’s at the train station, dressed in a
uniform, waiting for the train to school with her friends, and she’s also
seriously ill. On the platform she meets Moses, a few years older than her. He’s
been kicked out of his house and he barely gets by selling drugs. What starts
off as an unlikely encounter turns into a friendship that will change them and
the people around them.
I must confess that it’s not easy for me to talk about a movie like Babyteeth,
presented in competition at the 2019 Venice Film Festival. Memories of people
that are not there anymore resurface, and with them the pain, the sorrow, the
suffering. That is why making films like Babyteeth is incredibly difficult. Take
one single misstep and the whole movie falls apart; write one single tone-deaf
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line and the viewing experience becomes unbearable. Babyteeth, made by
first-time Australian director Shannon Murphy and written by Rita Kalnejais,
does not make that mistake, and that is the reason why it has been the most
pleasant surprise of the entire festival.
Films on terminally ill characters can very easily fall into tear-jerker territory,
crippled by melodrama and manipulative directorial choices. This little
Australian indie movie does the opposite: it avoids easy tears, it is respectful of
its characters, and it is very sensitive of its subject matter. As viewers, we
witness the life of these characters, with all their virtues and flaws, guided by a
director who does not judge them, but who accompanies them through the
dark tunnel they’re about to get in. It’s a film about love: the love of two
parents for their daughter, the love of a girl in spite of the terrible
circumstances, the love of a boy who’s only know starting to learn about it.
Effusive without being sugary, Babyteeth is pervaded by a magical
atmosphere, filtrated by the point of view of Milla. The most adult voice in the
film, Milla is hellbent on experiencing life before it is taken away from her, and
she does it with incredible strength. Eliza Scanlen’s portrayal of Milla is a
revelation: sweet and authoritative, she commands the screen with powerful
eyes and piercing voice, fraught with hope against all odds and the desire of a
fully lived life. It’s the performance of an actress on constant rise.
Babyteeth is as much about Milla as it is about her parents. Henry and Anna
are two parents trying to make sense of what is happening to their daughter
and to their family. How do you deal with that? They first try to control the
course of events, but they soon realize that it’s not possible. It is at that point
that they become movingly loving figures, who hold their daughter’s hands,
making her feel their infinite love until the very end. It’s the extraordinary
performances by Ben Mendelsohn and Essie Davis that make Henry and Anna
not just two fully believable characters, but two people who actually exist.
Standing on a masterful script that balances comedy and drama in a perfect
blend of tones, Babyteeth is a magnificent portrayal of love, life, death, and
everything in between.
This review is from the 76th Venice International Film Festival.
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BABYTEETH – VENICE 2019 REVIEW
Tom Bond
September 4, 2019

It’s hard to avoid the twin evils of mawkishness and misery when making a film about
cancer, but Shannon Murphy navigates those potential pitfalls brilliantly
with Babyteeth, her debut feature.
At first, there doesn’t seem to be anything wrong with Milla (Eliza Scanlen), other
than a nosebleed seemingly caused by her dizzying meet-cute with charming smalltime crook Moses (Toby Wallace). The pair have a sweet and unstable chemistry,
though the script’s one big cliché is that Milla is not only terminally ill but virginal,
emphasising her purity and the cancer that will soon destroy it.
The rest of the time writer Rita Kalnejais is tremendous, giving the cast some witty
one-liners and surprising but authentic character arcs. Every member of this
ensemble is on fine form, particularly Essie Davis and Ben Mendelsohn as Milla’s
parents struggling with their own awkward impulses. Mendelsohn in particular has
become a Hollywood rent-a-villain in recent years so it’s a delight to find him in a
more subtle, soulful mood.
Films of this type tend to deal in dayglo YOLO quirk (see Me and Earl and the Dying
Girl) and if Babyteeth doesn’t quite escape that familiar template, it at least offers
some moving examples of how the end of a life can make every impulse more
important. Normally one would not continue to court a juvenile drug dealer after he’s
threatened your mother with a meat prong, but when your days are numbered,
anything goes.
Equally, Davis and Mendelsohn initially resist Milla hanging around with Moses, but
they soon realise that they would do whatever it takes to make their daughter happy,
however unconventional. Isn’t that what being a parent is all about?
Babyteeth presents two exciting new voices in Kalnejais and Murphy, both of
whom show a rare skill for combining comedy and tragedy that will make them
ones to watch.
RATING: 4/5
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VENICE FILM FESTIVAL 2019:
M URPHY’S M OVING DEBUT
‘BABYTEETH’
COSTANZA

CASATI SEPTEMBER 8, 2019

Shannon Murphy’s extraordinary debut feature is a touching story about a family who
has to deal with the upcoming loss of their beloved daughter.
One of the only two female directors in the 21-film competition line-up for the 2019 Venice
Film Festival, Shannon Murphy surprises and moves us with a striking debut about a
terminally ill Australian teenage girl who becomes obsessed with a 23-year-old drugaddict. The story might sound like yet another cancer-themed teen melodrama, but Murphy’s
heart-breaking feature avoids any trope of its genre and focuses instead on portraying a group
of people who are hiding in their own shells as they are forced to deal with their wounds for
the sake of the ones they love.
The film begins with a shot of a bloody tooth sinking into a glass of water. The tooth belongs
to Milla (Eliza Scanlen from Sharp Objects), a 16-year-old sick with cancer. Milla’s illness is
disrupting her increasingly depressed family. Her mother Anna (Essie Davis) is a retired
musician, too often numbed with Xanax, while her father Henry (Ben Mendelsohn in his best
performance after Animal Kingdom) is a psychiatrist who cannot face his own emotional
block.
One morning on her way to school, Milla meets Moses (Toby Wallace), a drug-addict
with a face tattoo and rat-tail haircut. Milla is dying and Moses seems like the kind of
guy who is not afraid of anything, not even death. An unlikely connection forms straight
away between the two, even when Moses asks her for money because he has been evicted
from his own house by a mother who rejects him. Milla asks Moses to cut her hair with
poodle clippers and she later brings him home for dinner, to her parents’ dismay.
Thanks to a script (inspired by screenwriter Rita Kalnejais’s own stage play) that challenges
the bucket-list trope of the coming of age cancer drama, the plot then develops in ways that
are mostly unexpected, with scenes divided in chapters –“Nausea”, “Insomnia” and “Fuck
this”– that follow Milla’s psychological development and a soundtrack that alternates Mozart
with modern soul and electro. Some of the most emotional scenes are also the most simple,
such as the chapter “What the Dead Said to Milla”, where Milla quietly sits in the silence of
the night, her bald head half in the light and half in the darkness. As the story goes on, the
characters’ quirkiness and problematic family dynamics that took us aback in the
beginning become precisely what reaches out and brings realness to this film. The most
significant moment in this regard is when Henry makes the desperate decision to take Moses
in his house because it gives Milla hope. It is a moving scene that proves how parents are
willing to just anything for the sake of a daughter in pain.
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Davis and Medelsohn do a sensational job in portraying two parents that are about to lose the
person they love the most. Murphy gives us vibrant glimpses into this family that are never
too happy or hopeful such as when Henry keeps trying to take pictures of his daughter,
knowing she will soon be gone. Scanlen, who has already proved more than worthy of
complex roles in Sharp Objects, is perfect as Milla, conveying both her powerlessness and
rebellious resilience. Opposite her, Wallace is a revelation, his vulnerability and motives often
difficult to read, yet his affection for a girl he cannot desire always painfully in display, even
when he does not want it to be.

Ettore Ferrari / Shutterstock via Variety

The biggest strength of Babyteeth (which, during its premiere, had the audience in tears) is its
true and honest depiction of hope and pain, a depiction that is never too cute or romantic.
Milla and Moses cannot be together and Murphy never deceives us. Milla is in love with
Moses because he embodies an energy that she longs for too: the freedom of living each day
as though it were the last. On the other hand, even though by the end it becomes clear that
Moses also cares for Milla, he cannot seem to leave his demons behind. Despite the tragic
ending, the final scenes cast a hopeful look into the future and give us the feeling that life
is worth living no matter what.
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